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Abstract

The universal motor, used in low cost, large scale household appliances, is analysed, de-
veloping its transient model, which takes into account saturation effects: it allows to
analyse the performances and waveforms at the load side (torque, speed) and at the ter-
minals (voltage, current). The TRIAC regulation of the feeding mains voltage is consid-
ered, evaluating the distortion effects in different operating conditions.

1.- INTRODUCTION

The commutator universal motor (UM), whose main
features are well known, is still largely used in several
small rating home and commercial appliances, for its ap-
preciated features of low cost and simple regulation pos-
sibilities, that make this machine again a competitive
component, compared with other motors and drives.

Nevertheless, the increasing competition of alterna-
tive solutions leads to better the knowledge of this series
field excited motor, in order to attain design and con-
struction improvements [11-14] and to allow a more ac-
curate energy and waveform performance estimation,
both as regards load side behaviour and mains interface.

In fact, even if the operation principle of the UM has
been known for a long time, its model refinement is still
in progress, using FEM and/or circuit approaches [1-10],
mainly with the aim to deepen the various and compli-
cated phenomena occurring during operation.

In the present paper, the analysis (of general value,
based on a circuit approach) will be applied to high
speed UMs used in vacuum cleaners, with maximum
speeds up to and above forty thousands r.p.m..
These motors are frequently equipped with a simple, low
cost, speed regulator, consisting of a TRIAC, operating a
reduction of the mains voltage r.m.s. value.
After the motor model description, limited to the global
operation and disregarding the commutation phenomena,
the TRIAC regulation will be considered, in order to
analyse performances and waveforms in different oper-
ating conditions, also estimating the line current distor-
tion, comparing it with the imposed Standard limits.

2.- MOTOR MAIN PARAMETERS AND MODEL

Core geometry and data of the considered motor,
commercially available, are shown in fig.1 and Table I.

Fig.1 – Structure of the analysed universal motor.

Table I – Main quantities of the analysed universal motor
Vn [V]; In [A]; Pin n [kW] 220;5.8; 1.25

fn [Hz]; Nn [r.p.m.] 50; 32,000
poles p; N° of commutator segments k 2; 24
N° of slots c; coil sides/(layer-slot): u;

rotor winding parallel paths: a = p
12; 2;

2
rotor turns N°: Na; wire ∅ [mm] 360; 0.40

field turns N° per pole: Nf; wire ∅ [mm] 130; 0.63
pitch shortening ε; brush shifting α 30°; 22.5°

Brush sizes: b ⋅ w ⋅ h [mm] 6.3⋅10.95⋅37
brush – segments contact ratio β 1.96

rotor diameter [mm] 38.25
air gap δ; axial length; lam.width [mm] 1.47; 32; 0.5
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Called mf = Nf ⋅im the field magnetizing m.m.f., it
can be shown that, due to the series connected armature
reaction, the total m.m.f. mp(ζ) acting under the pole, in
the generic angular position ζ of fig.1, equals:

( ) ( )( )α−ζ⋅σ+⋅=ζ 1mm fp , ( ) ( )π⋅=σ 2NN fa .  (1)

(1) leads to evaluate the pole flux ϕm (by magnetic cir-
cuit solution or via FEM analysis) for various values of
the magnetizing line current im: the result is shown in
fig.2, together with the unsaturated curve ϕmo= Λo⋅mf.
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Fig.2 – Magnetization characteristic of the motor of Table I.

Evaluating the armature flux linkage and applying
the Faraday’s law allows to obtain the total rotor e.m.f.,
as measured at the brushes (eat, eas are the transformer
and speed e.m.f. respectively):

( ) ( ) Ω⋅ϕ⋅αε⋅+ϕ⋅αε⋅=+= msaamtaasataa ,CNdtd,CNeee (2)

where Cat and Cas are linkage coefficients (for the motor of
Table 1, it follows: Cat = −0.059; Cas = 0.31). By defining

fma mϕ=Λ (3)

fmd dmdϕ=Λ (4)
apparent and differential permeances (fig.3), (2) becomes:

( ) ( ) Ω⋅⋅+⋅=+= mmmmdasataa i iMdtidiLeee     (5)
where ( ) ( )mdtafamda iCNNiL Λ⋅⋅⋅=  (6)
and ( ) ( )maasfam iCNNiM Λ⋅⋅⋅= . (7)
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Fig.3 – Apparent and differential permeance, in p.u., referred to
the unsaturated permeance Λo (Λo = 0.92 µH).

As regards the e.m.f. induced by the pole flux ϕm in the
two field coils, we can write:

( ) dtdiiLdtdN2e mmdfmff ⋅=ϕ⋅⋅=     , (8)

with ( ) ( )md
2
fmdf iN2iL Λ⋅⋅=   . (9)

Besides the e.m.f.s induced by the pole flux ϕm, the
motor model must include the leakage inductive voltage
drops (due to Llf, Lla: leakage field and armature induc-
tances) and the resistive voltage drops (across the field and
armature resistances Rf and Ra and due to the brushes, vb).

Moreover, the core losses should be considered:
− the stator core losses depend only on the feeding fre-

quency, while the rotor core losses depend also on the in-
ternal frequency, proportional to the speed Ω;

− the core loss dependence on the local peak flux densities
squared can be expressed in terms of pole flux squared:
thus, the core losses can be considered non linearly de-
pendent on the peak magnetizing line current Im.peak.

A possible core loss model could be a conductance Gc, de-
rived at the input terminals: Gc = Gc(Ω, Im.peak).

Therefore, the detailed equivalent circuit of the motor is
represented in fig.4: as shown, the feeding voltage v equals
the sum of the field and armature voltages, vf and va.
The circuit of fig. 4 has a general validity, and it can be used
for the performance analysis of any UM.
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Fig.4 – Detailed equivalent circuit of the universal motor.

In our case, being mainly interested in evaluating the line
current waveform and distortion in different conditions, the
core losses current component can be considered negligible:
thus, by some manipulations and parameter aggregations,
the global circuit of fig.5 can be used, where:

baf RRRR ++=  , (10)
      ( ) ( ) ( ) afmdamdfm LLiLiLiL ll +++= .      (11)
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Fig.5 – Simplified equivalent circuit of the universal motor.

Besides the circuit quantities, the electromagnetic torque
expression Te(im) must be considered, given by:

( ) ( ) 2
mmme iiMiT ⋅=   . (12)

The electromagnetic torque characteristic, shown in fig.6,
initially parabolic, has the typical saturated shape.

In our case, the load at the motor shaft is given by the
vacuum cleaner fan, whose air flow is effectively exploited
also for the motor cooling; the load equation is given by:
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( ) 2
To kTT Ω⋅+=Ωl  . (13)
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Fig.6 – Electromagnetic torque, as a function of the current.

2.- WAVEFORMS ANALYSIS

Considering the electrical and mechanical differential
equations, the time domain analysis can be performed; in
particular, it is worth to study the steady-state behaviour,
both as regards the mechanical and electrical waveforms,
and concerning some energetic performances.

In case of direct sinusoidal voltage feeding (with Vline =
220 Vrms, 50 Hz, or with TRIAC regulation with a zero fir-
ing delay control), the steady state simulation results give
the waveforms shown in fig.7.
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Fig.7 – Waveforms at steady state operation with sinusoidal
voltage feeding: V = 220 Vrms, 50 Hz:
above: line voltage v and current i, speed e.m.f. eas;
below: pole flux ϕm, electromagnetic torque Te.

Now consider a TRIAC phase control: for example the
waveforms of fig.8 refer to a steady-state operation with a
firing delay of 110° (with the previous mains conditions).
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Fig.8 – Waveforms at steady state operation with mains feed-
ing and phase control (110°): V = 220 Vrms, 50 Hz:
above: line voltage v and current i, speed e.m.f. eas;
below: pole flux ϕm, electromagnetic torque Te.

The following remarks can be applied:
- with sinusoidal voltage feeding, the line current appears

distorted, because of saturation, while both the pole flux
ϕm and the speed e.m.f. eas remain roughly sinusoidal; the
electromagnetic torque has the typical double frequency
shape, with average value Te.ave = 0.30 Nm; the average
speed equals Nave = 31,300 r.p.m.;

- with mains voltage feeding, reduced by a TRIAC phase
control equal to 110°, all the electrical quantities are sig-
nificantly distorted: in particular, the current consists of
two alternated pulses with large zero current intervals; the
speed e.m.f. and pole flux are not sinusoidal any more: as
known, the desired effect of the phase control is to reduce
the average torque (here Te.ave = 0.13 Nm) and, conse-
quently, the average speed (equal to 19,100 r.p.m.).

As already discussed about the waveforms of fig.7,
even in case of sinusoidal voltage feeding, the input cur-
rent is distorted, due to the significant core saturation.
Fig.9 shows the corresponding histogram of the rms val-
ues of the odd harmonic currents; the limits imposed by
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the Standards [15] for the odd harmonics are also re-
ported, with reference to a Class A device with input
current less than 16 Arms: the distortion is due to the low
order harmonics (mainly up to the ninth order, particu-
larly the third); in spite of a significant THD value
(14.3%), the limits are largely observed.

Fig.10 shows a similar histogram for mains feeding
via TRIAC, with a phase control of 110°, already con-
sidered in the waveforms of fig.8: here, the THD is very
high (71.0%), but the Standard limits are again re-
spected; also in this case, the most significant harmonics
appear to be the low order ones, up to the ninth one.
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Fig.9 – Rms harmonic currents absorbed by the motor of Table
I, for sinusoidal feeding in rated conditions (bars); Standard
limits for the input current harmonics [15] (stepped curve).
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Fig.10 – Rms harmonic currents absorbed by the motor of Ta-
ble I: mains feeding via TRIAC; phase control = 110° (bars);
input current harmonics Standard limits [15] (stepped curve).

3.- PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

In the following diagrams, obtained by the steady-
state solution of the model differential equations, the
useful regulation range of the TRIAC phase control θpc
will be examined (0-150°), considering the most impor-
tant aspects of interaction with the mains and the main
motor performance quantities.

Fig.11 shows the curves of the rms value of the fun-
damental and of the odd harmonic currents, together
with the curve of the total rms input current, as a func-
tion of the phase control angle θpc; the corresponding
Standard limits Ihl for the harmonic currents [15] are

also evidenced; the following remarks can be made:
− with no phase control (corresponding to direct mains

feeding), the harmonic distortion is low, but not zero,
because of the distorting effect due to saturation (par-
ticularly as regards the third harmonic component);

− with low phase control angles, the fundamental current
and the harmonic components remain roughly station-
ary, at first because the phase control does not operate
under the natural motor phase displacement, and be-
cause of the weak effects of small θpc values;

− the harmonic currents, especially the third order one,
become important above 40°, reaching the maximum
absolute values for control angles around 80°-90°;

− the maximum values of the harmonic currents remain
under the corresponding Standard limits Ihl, even if the
distortion margins are quite small, especially as regards
the third harmonic component;

− the reduction of the total rms current Itot as a function
of θpc is similar to the behaviour of the fundamental
component I1, showing higher values, caused by the
important rms value of the current harmonic residual.
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Fig.11 - Curves of the rms value of the fundamental and of the
odd harmonic currents, together with the curve of the total rms
input current, as a function of the phase control angle θpc; the
corresponding Standard limits Ihl for the harmonic currents
[15] are also evidenced.

Fig.12 shows the variation of the average value of the
electromagnetic torque Te and of the motor speed N, as a
function of the phase control angle θpc: both Te and N
are expressed in p.u., referred to the corresponding val-
ues with direct mains feeding, θpc = 0 (Te-ref = 300
mNm; Nref = 31300 rpm); one can observe that:
− the torque and speed regulation is a non-linear function
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of the phase control angle θpc;
− the speed decrease with the phase control increase is

slower than the torque reduction;
− the initial regulation range is weakly effective in low-

ering the speed: for example, a phase control of 70° re-
duces the motor speed of 10% only;

− the speed is halved with a phase control of roughly
125°: for it, the torque is about 25% of the rated one.
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Fig.12- Average electromagnetic torque Te and speed N as a
function of the phase control angle θpc (Te and N in p.u., re-
ferred to the values with sinusoidal feeding operation (corre-
sponding to θpc= 0): Te-ref = 300 mNm; Nref = 31,300 rpm).

As already observed, the increase of the phase con-
trol angle causes an important increase of the current
distortion: apart from the harmonic pollution limits, the
increasing weight of the current harmonics produces
higher electrical losses, compared with those corre-
sponding to operation with sinusoidal current.
Fig.13 shows the ratio among the total Joule winding
electrical losses Ple, including the harmonic losses, and
the Joule winding electrical losses Ple1, due to the fun-
damental component only, being the control angle θpc
the same: this loss ratio increases very much above θpc =
70°, when the speed regulation becomes important.
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Fig.13 – Ratio among total Joule electrical losses and funda-
mental component losses (phase control angle being the same)

On the other hand, the electrical loss ratio Ple/Ple1 is
not completely representative of the energetic behaviour
of the TRIAC fed motor: in fact, the losses must be
compared with the actual output power, in order to ap-
preciate the consequences in terms of efficiency reduc-
tion. To this aim, fig.14 shows the curves of the ideal
output power (core and mechanical losses not included)

and of the Joule winding electrical losses (considering or
not the harmonic effects), as a function of the control
angle; one can observe that:
− after a first range of practical constancy, the output

power decreases, showing the maximum falling rate in
the phase control range 70°-120°;

− the total electrical losses Ple diminishes too, as like as
the electrical losses due to the fundamental component
Ple1, as the phase control increases;

− thus, even if the ratio Ple/Ple1 increases, the extra en-
ergy consumption caused by the harmonic content
tends to become negligible.
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Fig.14 – Curves of the ideal output power Pout(i) (core and
mechanical losses non included) and of the total Ple and fun-
damental Ple1 Joule winding electrical losses, as a function of
the control angle θpc.

Another important operating quantity, that qualifies the
behaviour of the TRIAC-motor system towards the
mains, is the power factor PF; fig.15 shows the depend-
ence of the PF on the phase control, together with the
trend of the two factors forming the PF, that is the dis-
placement factor DF and the distortion factor ν.
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Fig.15 – Dependence of the power factor PF on the control an-
gle θpc; curves of the displacement factor DF and of the distor-
tion factor ν = I1/Itot; as known, PF = DF⋅ν.

The following remarks can be made:
− in case of zero or low phase control, the natural PF of

the UM is good, well above 0.9;
− when increasing the phase control, PF decreases im-

portantly, with a dramatic fall above θpc = 80°;
− the cause of the great PF reduction is only partially
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linked to the decrease of the distortion factor ν;
− the main reason of the PF worsening is the great re-

duction of the displacement factor, caused by the in-
crease of the phase angle among the waveforms of the
fundamental of current and of the line voltage.

On the other hand, as already observed as regards the
electrical losses, also the energetic quantities included in
the PF reduce their actual values when increasing the
phase angle control, thus partially mitigating the impact
of the PF lowering.
In fact, coming back to the curve of the total line current
Itot of fig.11, one can conclude that the apparent power
absorbed for a phase control angle equal to θpc = 150° is
roughly 20% of that absorbed with no phase control.
Even if this amount cannot be considered negligible, its
real relevance in term of effective degradation of ener-
getic behaviour is reduced; moreover, the importance of
this low PF condition must be considered also in term of
time duration of performances at low speed, compared
with the duration of the high speed operation.

4.- CONCLUSIONS

In the paper, a transient model of the universal motor
has been developed, taking into account the construc-
tional quantities of the machine, known from the design
stage, and the effect of the saturation phenomena on the
equivalent circuit parameters.

This model has been completed with the model of the
load that, in the considered case, consists of the fan of a
vacuum cleaner, operating also as a cooling system.

The operation with direct sinusoidal mains feeding
has been analysed, together with that of the machine fed
via a simple TRIAC static converter.
Some operating conditions have been considered, ex-
amining the electrical and mechanical waveforms, under
TRIAC feeding regulation: the current distortion has
been evaluated, comparing the harmonic spectrum with
the Standard limits, as a function of the phase control.

Finally, the trend of the output power and of the
electrical losses has been analysed, together with the
values of the power factor.

Preliminary experimental tests have shown a good
agreement with the simulation results: a more complete
theoretical and numerical analysis, together with a sys-
tematic series of tests, will be the subject of further re-
search activities.
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